REGULATION

Drivers, Bikes admitted - Routes:
All persons, including passenger, registered in an Italian motorbike club and in possession of an
FMI membership card (Adventure Riding moto club can register the strangers rider) for the
current year, are admitted. They need also a valid licence for the registered motorbike.
Categories:
Participants will be divided into 2 categories:
- “On/Off" category: 70%* route on dirt roads and 30%* on scenic tarmac roads. Can also be
ridden with a passenger if experienced off-road rider.
* The percentages are calculated in time and not in distance.
- “Road" category: 100% on asphalt roads, also rideable by rider with passenger.
Bikes allowed:
- "On/Off" category: 70%* On/Off motorbikes, enduro motorbikes, scooters, vintage motorbikes
(vintage registered before 31/12/1999), weighing more than 150 kg. (minimum weight not
applicable to vintage bikes and female riders). Tires with tread blocks or suitable for off-road use
are required.
- “Road" category: road motorbikes, enduro, scooters and vintage motorbikes weighing more than
150 kg (minimum weight not applicable to vintage motorbikes and female riders).
For all categories it is required to have a navigator or mobile phone with GPX tracker software
installed on the bike.
Routes:
The routes will be on scenic roads suitable for both large twin-cylinder and single-cylinder bikes
weighing over 150 kg, which will pass through the places of greatest scenic, historical and cultural
interest of the Italy's richest region of national parks
Particular attention was given to the wine and food aspect of the event. The routes will be
indicated by GPS tracks.
Along the route there will be medical assistance (with motorbikes and medical car) and recovery of
pilots and vehicles in trouble (transport of motorbikes to the arrival of the stage).

Entry fee:
The entries are open from 01 February to 30 April 2021.
Classic 4 days:
- Registration rider + bike :
- Registration rider + bike:
- Registration passenger:
Long 7 days:
- Registration rider + bike:
- Registration rider + bike:
- Registration passenger:

€.
€.
€.

890,00
990,00
550,00

within 30/03/21
within 30/04/21
within 30/04/21

€. 1.490,00
€. 1.590,00
€. 950,00

within 30/03/21
within 30/04/21
within 30/04/21

The entry fee includes:
- Ferry for bike and rider, round trip Livorno – Olbia, with accommodation in a shared double cabin.
- 2 nights (Classic) 5 night (Long) in a 4 Star Hotel, with ½ board (dinner and breakfast) in a shared
room.
- 4 (Classic) 7 (Long) refreshments in the middle of the stages.
- Luggage transport from the start of the stage to the finish of the stage (1 package max. cm. 80 X
40 X 60).
- Organizer's third-party liability insurance.
- Official race stickers.
- Recovery service for damaged vehicles along the route, both on and off-road, up to the finish of
the stage.
- Medical assistance along the route and at the start and finish points.
- GPX tracks of the route.
- T-shirt of the event.
The entry fee does not include:
- Ferry dinners and breakfast A/R
- Supplements: single room 2 nights €. 30,00 per night (subject to availability)
- Anything not mentioned above
Refunds:
- By 30 April the entry fee will be refunded, with a 10% deduction.
- By 15 May 30% of the registration fee will be withheld.
No refunds will be made after that date.
The cancellation of the subscription must be communicated by registered letter (with return
receipt) at the following address:
Aventure Riding SRL
Via Borgo, 1
22070 Appiano Gentile (CO) Italy
Info: www.sardegnagrantour.it
Mob. +39-3519604584
E-mail: info@adventureriding.it

